
REDNECK MALLARD DUCK BLIND 
ADJUSTABLE SLED RUNNER ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

WARNING! Do not remove, modify and/or omit any portion or otherwise mechanically 
modify this product(s) or its assemblies in any manner. Modification, misuse and/or part 
substitution shall immediately void your factory warranty. If you suspect that a part(s) is 
missing and/or defective, immediately discontinue all use of the product and contact 
Redneck Outdoor Products at 877-523-9986 for replacement of missing or defective parts.   

NOTE: Some parts of this product are manufactured to be universal in use, so there may 
be some parts containing holes that will not be used in the assembly of this particular 
model. To minimize confusion in the assembly process, please read these instructions in 
their entirety before beginning.  

Should you have any questions about the assembly, installation or use of this product, or 
any other Redneck Outdoor Products, please call one of our customer service 
representatives toll free at 877-523-9986.  

NOTE: REMOVE COVER DURING OFF SEASON. Redneck Blinds strongly recommends 
removing your Soft Side Cover when hunting season is over. This will help prolong the life 
of the cover by preventing sun fading, rodent damage, and tattering from strong winds.  
READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS IN THEIR ENTIRETY PRIOR TO ASSEMBLING THIS 
PRODUCT 

READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS IN THEIR ENTIRETY PRIOR TO ASSEMBLING THIS PRODUCT 
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3/8-16 FLANGED 
LOCK NUT (36)

"D" CONNECTOR PLATE (4)

3/8-16 CARRIAGE BOLT
1" LONG (20)

3/8-16 CARRIAGE BOLT
1.75" LONG (16)

Figure 10.1

SLED RUNNER "C"

Figure 10.2

3/8-16 x 1"
Carriage Bolt

3/8-16 Flanged
Lock Nut

CONNECTOR
PLATE "D"

3/8" PULL RING 
W/ HARDWARE (4)

"C" SLED RUNNER (4)

"E" SLED RUNNER
SUPPORT (4)

----------BILL OF MATERIALS----------

HARDWARE

TOOLS RE UIRED (NOT INCLUDED)
(1) 9/16 WRENCH FOR NUTS AND BOLTS

*THERE WILL BE LEFT OVER HARDWARE*

STEP 2: Take (2) of the Sled Runner Part "C" and butt them up with 
each other, as shown in figure 10.1. With the runners in place, 
place a Connector Plate"D" on both sides of the sled runner and 
fasten in place with (4) 3/8 x 1" carriage bolts and flanged nuts, see 
Figure 10.2. Make sure all the bolts are facing the same direction, 
and only tighten the nuts finger tight. Use the bottom (4) holes on 
each runner for these plates. Repeat this step so you have (2) 
complete runners assembled

STEP 1: With the Platform assembled, remove all parts from the packaging and familiarize yourself with them. 
Find the bill of material located on this page of this manual and verify that all parts are present.
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Figure 11.1Figure 11.2

3/8-16 x 1.75"
Carriage Bolt

3/8-16 Flanged
Lock Nut

Figure 12.1
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STEP 3: with the Platform & Sled Runners assembled its time to fasten them together. Take one Sled Runner and 
line it up along the side of the Platform as shown in Figure 11.1. Use (8) 3/8 x 1.75" long carriage bolts on each 
side to secure into place, fasten on the back side of the platform frame with the 3/8 Flanged Lock Nut, see figure 
11.2. Make sure the bolts are inserted with the round head on the outside, keep all the nuts finger tight until 
both sides are installed. Repeat this step for the other side and then tighten all the bolts fully.  

STEP4: Take the Pull Rings and install them on both sides of the sled frame. Insert the bolt from the outside as 
shown in Figure 12.2. Using the second hole in from both ends will make sure these aren't in the way of getting 
in and out of the blind.

NOTE: These Sled Runners have extra holes to 
change the height of the platform from 8" to 12". 
Attaching the top holes to the platform will set 
the sled 12" from the ground to the top of the 
platform. The 2nd group of holes down will set it 
at 10" and the 3rd row of holes will set it 8". The 
rest of the holes will be used for bracing. Using 
the 10" and 8" height you will have a little of the 
Sled Runner stick up over the top of the deck. 
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Figure 14.1

CARPET SIDE UP

"B" Foam Floor
with Carpet

Figure 14.2 3/8-16 Flanged
Lock Nut

3/8-16 x 3.75"
Carriage Bolt

Figure 13.1

SLED RUNNER
SUPPORT "E"

3/8-16 Flanged
Lock Nut

3/8-16 x 1"
Carriage Bolt

3/8-16 x 2.25"
Carriage Bolt

SLED RUNNER
SUPPORT "E"

Figure 13.2

STEP 6: Place the blind on top of the platform as shown in Figure 14.1.  With the Blind on top of the platform align the 
front and back with both sides and start to fasten it to the platform. Insert the 3/8-16 x 3.75" carriage bolts through 
the top of the frame and down through the platform, as shown in Figure 14.2, fasten them on the bottom of the frame 
with the 3/8" flanged nuts. Get all the nuts and bolts finger tight before tightening them all the way tight. Inserting the 
bolts down will ensure the bolt isn't sticking up in the way when using the dog door. Locate your included puzzle cut 
Foam Floor and hook it together as shown in figure 14.1. Lay this down on top of the grid inside the blind with the 
carpet side facing up. 

STEP 5: To install the Sled Runner Support "E" you will have to take (6) of the 2.25" long carriage bolts on the outside 
of the platform loose as shown in figure 13.2. This step may be easier if you flip the platform upside down for 
installation. With the bolts removed take the top U on the Runner Support and place it over the two platform tubes 
and insert the bolt back through the holes as shown in figure 13.2, only tighten the nuts to finger tight. Once the top 
portion is secured take (2) of the 1" long carriage bolts and insert them from the outside to the inside through the Sled 
Runner and the Support Bracket as well, secure on the back side with the flanged nuts. The holes you will use will be 
determined by the height you set the platform too, the holes should be the 2nd set of holes below the platform. See 
figures 13.1 & 13.2. Once all supports are in place go back through and tighten all the nuts. 
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